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Materiality of religion:		
Religion-related artefacts in
Estonian archaeological collections
Tõnno Jonuks, Ester Oras, Kristiina Johanson
Abstract: In the following, an overview will be given about the progress of a
three-year project, the purpose of which was to map and study religion-related
objects in Estonian archaeology collections and to discuss the terminology for the
archaeology of religion. As a result, a database has been created, consisting of
descriptions of over 2000 objects across Estonia, which can be related, one way
or another, with religion. An additional outcome of the project is a glossary of
the main religion-related terms, which aims at encouraging scholars to define
or describe the definitions that are employed in their studies, and especially at
helping them to distinguish between different terms utilised.
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Introduction
Archaeologists’ interest towards religion has a long-term history. The relevance
of the topic and approaches to these issues have changed over time and developed in accordance with the main theoretical schools, evolution of methods and
general interests of archaeologists. Often enough, the material is approached
through site-specific or narrower material cultural corpus. More abstract questions about the concept of religious materiality and the focus on terminology
are the results of more recent scholarly work. However, these questions have
gained very little attention in Estonian archaeology. This situation initiated the
project Materiality of Religion: Religious Artefacts in Estonian Archaeological
Collections (ETF 8956), which was kindly agreed to be funded by the Estonian
Science Foundation. Our aim was to map religion-related objects and discuss
the relevant terminology based on Estonian archaeological material. These two
fields have been studied to a lesser extent in Estonia; yet, in the near future,
they might form some of the most crucial research problems in the archaeology of religion. In the following, we will provide a brief overview of the general
development of the archaeology of religion and its main traditions in Estonian
scholarship, and the main results of our research project with a special focus
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on terminology and evidence of religious materialities in Estonian archaeological collections.

Archaeology of religion: A brief overview
Archaeologists have always been interested in religion. Although approaches
have changed since the very first excavations in the Near East during the
19th century, it has often been one of the key issues. Scholars studying past
religions have witnessed various traditions of handling their material. In the
very beginning, archaeology had mainly a technical role, offering new sources
and finds that were interpreted within mythological frameworks. Interestingly
enough, such an enthusiastic tradition, in which finds were fitted into mythological narratives, was influential not only in the Near East and Mediterranean
countries, but literally everywhere in Europe. In Eastern Europe, where a rich
written material about mythology was not present, folklore was raised to that
importance (e.g. Gimbutas 1974) and thus archaeological finds were interpreted
on the basis of narratives from considerably later oral tradition.
This optimistic approach got an offensive reaction from the New Archaeology (Hawkes 1954) and for decades religion was not considered to be a proper
and serious subject for archaeologists. Nevertheless, as it had been recognised
widely, religion played a crucial part in the lives of past people and thus religion as a subject still emerged from time to time. In those cases rather the old
traditions were followed, in which the narrative (be it a mythological text or a
folk story) formed the general frame. It all changed in the late 1980s, during
the period of post-processual archaeology (e.g. Garwood et al. 1991; Renfrew
1994 as the first milestones), when the interpretations made by archaeologists
themselves started to be highlighted. This created a new framework, which was
more independent of written or spoken narratives and relied on archaeological
data. It took almost a decade until a real explosion in the field happened in the
2000s. Since then multiple studies have been published and a new concept –
the archaeology of religion – has emerged. Multiple conferences have been held
(e.g. Garwood et al. 1991; Andrén et al. 2006), studies have been published (e.g.
Insoll 2001, 2004a; Kyriakidis 2007; Fogelin 2008), first textbooks have been
written (Insoll 2004a; Wesler 2012) and a massive handbook concluding the
present theories and approaches has been compiled (Insoll 2011b).
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Religion and material culture
Even though the leading theorists have not often regarded religion as an appropriate academic field of archaeology, there have always been attempts to
interpret past beliefs. One of the reasons behind these attempts has included
finds (figurines, pendants, artefacts with mystical and unknown inscriptions,
etc.) that, by common knowledge, are associated with religion. A clear trend
can be followed, in which mainly the attractive figurines, human sculptures
in particular, have dominated in archaeological interpretations, while more
common and thus tedious finds have remained somewhere in the background.
A well-known example of the tendency to prefer attractive finds in interpretations is the treatment of the Scandinavian Bronze Age religion, which probably
brings the Trundholm sun-chariot before the eyes of most readers. Despite a
few analogies with rock-carvings or razors, in which the sun and horse appear
together, it is a unique find, which still largely shapes our approach to the
religion of the entire period.
The desire for the attractive and exotic finds, something ‘different’, can be
followed already from the very early studies of religion and the critique of this
approach is nearly as old. It can be observed in several cases. The study of sacred kingship would be the best known example of how an exotic concept of a
social system has attracted scholarly interest and how its critique has emerged
(Rowlands 2004 and references therein). The concept of associating appealing,
yet also odd finds with religion can possibly be considered as universal, which
is best expressed in the well-known joke about archaeologists having trouble
with interpreting objects – if nothing else comes to mind, it must be religious,
cultic or ritual.
Besides the problematic utilisation of actual archaeological finds, the term
’materiality’ itself has also been interpreted vaguely. Various phenomena have
been labelled with it, from archaeological finds to monuments and sites and even
to the landscape itself (e.g. Droogan 2012). Preference of landscape indicates the
emergence of a more general trend in studying religions and in many regions
or periods landscape is the main source. The aforementioned ‘attractiveness’
has a certain role here because scholars tend to choose more charismatic and
thus seemingly more informative examples as their source material. Two extreme examples can be provided in this connection. First, we could think about
the richness of Neolithic figurines in south-eastern Europe, where most of the
studies about religion are based on sculptures (e.g. Gimbutas 1974; Biehl 1996;
Chapman 2000). On the contrary, we rarely find studies based on finds from
the British Isles; the research of prehistoric religion there is based mainly on
monuments and landscape analyses (e.g. Bradley 1998; Edmonds 1999; Pollard
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2009). Such a choice of sources emphasises or overemphasises some sides of
past religions and leaves others unstudied.
The past few years have witnessed a rising interest towards the materiality
of religion by archaeologists but even more by the anthropologists of religion
(e.g. Fogelin 2008; Insoll 2009; Morgan 2010; Engelke 2011). Along with the
discussions about the agency, the studies of material culture have acquired a
new perspective and since then religious and symbolic meanings have often
been debated. Still, following the aforementioned attractiveness, archaeologists have often chosen figurines as an example of the materiality of religion
(e.g. Meskell 2004). Besides figurines, another clear topic is the tendency to set
an emphasis on power systems. It is common for many periods and regions to
talk about the religiosity of the nobility, chiefs, etc., and attempts to focus on
common people are rather recent (see, e.g., Hansen 2006; Hukantaival 2007).
This partly seems to be a matter of choice for scholars, while at the same time
the religiosity of the nobility is better represented and objects connected with
them seem to be more explicit.
Another topic, closely related to the aforesaid – the question of termino-logy
– has emerged as well. How to label religion-related artefacts and what sort
of terms should we use at all while discussing past religions? In studies so far
it is common that different terms have been used, while too often inconsistencies manifest themselves. If we look at the most widely applied terms, such as
‘animism’, ‘magical’, ‘ritual’, etc., we can see that they are used in such a wide
array of contexts that the words are already losing their content. Scholars
have often avoided defining or interpreting the terms themselves and usually
some wide and universal definition is used. Such a practice has resulted in the
misuse of terms and thus the same phenomenon can appear in very different
contexts. As for one solution, each author should define or describe how they
understand the concepts they use, which is partly necessary for the readers to
understand why the terms have been chosen, and partly also for the authors
themselves to realise what each term actually means and thus to avoid empty
labels, the meaning of which remains obscure (cf. also Insoll 2004a; Kaliff 2005).

Archaeology of religion in Estonia
While the previous sections were striving towards the generalisation of a wider
context, the situation with studying past religions in Estonia is slightly different. Due to various historical reasons religion was never a systematic field of
study for archaeologists until the 21st century. The very first archaeologists
from the 19th century focused mainly on stone graves as the richest monuments
in Estonia. For the archaeologists from the beginning of the 20th century it
154
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was more important to study ‘the history of Estonians’ and thus hillforts and
Stone Age sites were added to the previous selection. As at the same time folklorists offered their own narrative view about the past religions, archaeologists
were satisfied with that and thus there was no need for the archaeological
approach. During the second part of the 20th century, within the frame of
scientific atheism, religion did not become a special field of interest and only
single publications touched upon this field (e.g. Jaanits 1961; Tamla 1985).
As a by-product, religion was used for interpretation in several contexts (e.g.
numerous small-scale studies by Vello Lõugas), but especially in interpreting
graves and cemeteries (e.g. Valk 1994; 2001 [1999]). Following the more general trends in Western and Northern Europe, the landscape has attracted
the interest of archaeologists since the 1990s, when religion first appeared as
a specific field in Estonian archaeology (Lang 1999; Vedru 2011; Jonuks 2007).
In a broader picture archaeological finds, either more or less related to religion, were used in single publications only. In those cases a careful selection
of artefacts, such as cross pendants and tooth pendants in particular, served as
illustrations for a general frame created by other disciplines, e.g. folkloristics or
ethnology. Still it must be noted that, despite a few examples, neither folklorists
nor ethnologists have had any systematic interest in artefacts. For example,
in the course of folkloristic fieldwork on the Island of Saaremaa in the 1970s,
local people offered to the students stone axes, which they called thunderbolts,
but the latter were not interested (Mare Kõiva, pers. comm.). The approach has
changed during the past few years and artefacts associated with religion have
been more involved in discussions (e.g. Jets 2001; Johanson 2009; Oras 2010;
Jonuks et al. 2010; Jonuks 2013).
This traditional situation, in which artefacts have rarely been used in the
interpretations about religion, has created an extensive corpus of sources for
past religions that has not been studied, and despite a few attractive examples
(like figurines from Neolithic hunter-gatherer sites) has been left in storages. It
was namely the lack of knowledge about the finds that have been scattered in
different archaeological collections all around Estonia that created the necessity for a more systematic study.

The Database
The first purpose of the project was to study archaeological collections, map
finds and create a database of artefacts that could be associated with religion.
The first and most crucial question was of course: What is related to religion?
How can we find, verify and define religion-related objects? It is widely known
that in certain circumstances and depending on the context everything can
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be connected to religion, but that was not a solution suitable for us. Thus a
clear danger existed to either tumble into the same trap described above and
focus on attractive or odd finds only, or fall into the other extreme and regard
everything as potentially religion-related, thus stating nothing really. Some
colleagues have even asked: Are those the beautiful things? – referring to the
same concept of attractive items that have mostly been favoured in interpreting religion. As pointed out above, the usage of ‘beautiful’ things could afford
us a one-sided picture based on exceptional artefacts; it was decided to have a
broader view and involve the ‘boring’ finds to a greater extent. The latter gives
us an opportunity to study and see a more conventional religious behaviour
than single attractive finds permit. The mission was motivated by the fact that
Estonian archaeological material is rather poor in really attractive finds. In
general, Estonian archaeological collections are smaller than their counterparts
in Western Europe, which made the grandiose aim – to go through all archaeology collections – possible in the first place.
But still, the question remains: How to recognise religion-related objects?
First of all, the preference of the term ‘religion-related objects’ over ‘sacred
objects’ needs to be explained. The latter has been favoured in analogous museological studies, in which the term has been directly associated with official
religions (e.g. Brooks 2012). ‘Religion-related’ objects include artefacts that are
more loosely connected with religion, like pieces of lime, melted together with
human bones and teeth, but also grave goods from a funeral pyre. These could
help to better understand the cremation process, as well as ritual activity and,
in the end, also the wider religious background.

Figure 1. Melted lime from Türsamäe stone grave together with pieces of human
bones and a bronze ornament (AI 2012 I 34). Photo by Tõnno Jonuks 2013.
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Figure 2. A selection of artefacts, the form of which is associated with religion, mythology
and/or ritual: a) a cross pendant and a pendant of sheathed knife made of antler (AI 3578:
1766); b) a double-headed horse (AI 4008: 324); c) a sword bent in spiral form (AM A 580:
2020) and d) a dog or a horse figurine (AM A 554: 777). Photos by Tõnno Jonuks 2013.

Two main criteria were chosen for the selection: the form and the context.
According to the former, the shape of the object was derived from religious ideas.
As a classical example, a pendant or a figurine can be mentioned here, the form
of which directly originates from beliefs, mythology, cult, etc. Other objects, like
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deliberately broken or damaged grave goods, were classified according to this
as well, and here again the modified shape of the object, like a sword turned
into a spiral, was decisive. The category of form also included symbols that
had been used for the decoration of jewellery. Although most of the symbolism
seems to be too uniform and universal to carry any specific (religious) meaning,
some symbols (the cross and its derivatives in particular) seem to carry a
purposeful belief. At the same time several objects, which may have had a
symbolical role, like axes, swords, etc., were excluded. In the studies of the
Bronze Age Scandinavia the symbolic objects (swords, razors) play a crucial
role (see Kristiansen & Larsson 2005; Kaul 1998); however, it has not been
possible to follow this in Estonia.
Another criterion – the context – is even more conditional. There are only
single cases known from the entire prehistory of Estonia, in which deposits have
been interpreted as sacrificed (see Oras 2010), and are thus included in a clear
religious context. Rare examples are known in which finds have been gathered
from particular holy places known from folk religion, like the surroundings of
sacred stones or trees (Jonuks 2011). Based on context, several objects were
recorded that did not (chronologically) ‘fit’ into their finding context; one of the
reasons for that may have been the association of the finds with religion or
magic. A classic example is the Stone Age axes and arrowheads from the Late
Iron Age and medieval contexts (Johanson 2009). Most of the objects that were
classified as ‘religious’ according to the context do not have any special external
features and it was the context, or the place, that made those particular objects
different and special. As an example, nails that were found from the trunk of the
Ülendi offering linden (AI 2679) may be mentioned. According to oral tradition,
nails were hammered into the trunk to hold ribbons that were carrying gleet
from tumours, and so the tree was functioning as a scapegoat. Without oral
tradition those nails would have nothing to do with religion. Oral tradition also
initiated the recording of several magical or healing objects. These are usually
the most ordinary artefacts – coins, fossils, stone axes, strike-a-lights, etc. It is
only the oral tradition, mostly recorded at the beginning of the 20th century,
which says that these were really used for magical or healing purposes.
The latter will raise another complex of questions concerned with the sources
of the past religions. Differently from the rest of Europe, Estonia and Eastern
Baltic in general have an influential tradition of using oral tradition from the 19th
and 20th centuries for interpreting religion from the distant past (e.g. Kulmar
1992). Due to several historical processes, oral tradition gained its importance
already in the 19th century and as archaeologists did not participate actively
in the discussions about religion, the importance of folk tales became essential.
As traditional written sources from the Baltic region, like medieval chronicles,
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Figure 3. A selection of finds, the religious meaning of which derives from the
find context: a) iron nails (AI 2679, photo by Tuuli Kurisoo 2013) found from
the tree trunk of Ülendi sacred tree, and b) a flint arrowhead found from the
Early Modern context from Tartu (TM A 50: 449, photo by Arvi Haak 2010).

contribute little, if anything at all, to the understanding of past religions, then
folk tradition along with the ethnographic analogies of the Finno-Ugric tribes
in Russia formed the main background, within which the meaning was given
to archaeological finds. As such analogies came from different temporal and
cultural contexts, it was only natural that many archaeological objects that did
not fit with examples from living cultures, were overlooked.
It is clear without saying that there are no objective criteria to suggest that
some things are more religious than others. So it must be remembered that the
artefacts recorded during the project were selected by the team and decisions
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were made according to our knowledge and backgrounds. Still, the choice was
made on the broadest possible level, keeping in mind that the collection of data
should be competent and suitable also for the future studies. Due to this, also
exotic objects (e.g. rock crystal) or artefacts of unknown purpose (e.g. ceramic
things) were included.

a

b

Figure 4. a) A piece of a rock crystal (AI 3960: 41) from Tamula
Neolithic fisher-hunter settlement and cemetery site and b) a
ceramic ‘object’ of unknown purpose (AI 4510). Photos by Tõnno
Jonuks 2013.
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Terminology
Besides the mapping of religion-related artefacts and creating of a relevant
database, another major aim of the research grant was to elaborate on the
terms that archaeologists use in their research on past religions. We created
a short glossary of most relevant and frequently used terms in the context of
northern Europe, especially Baltic archaeology, including words like: cosmology/
cosmogony, cult, magic, myth, sacrifice and/or offering, sacred/holy/numinous,
religion, ritual, totem, votive. This list is by no means exhaustive, but reflects
the main interests and problems that we tackle in our own research on the
archaeology of religion. The following terminology discussion is certainly not
a detailed overview of all the problems and solutions within the archaeology of
religion. It rather aims to exemplify some of the issues that become evident when
focusing on the questions of terminology and choice of words used in this field of
study. In order to gain a broader perspective on terminology-related discussions,
a conference session Archaeology of Religion: Thinking about Terminology was
also organised at the 34th Annual Conference of the Theoretical Archaeology
Group meeting in Liverpool in December 2012, as part of the research grant.
The classical starting point for the studies of religion, be it present or past,
is the question of definition. Naturally in the context of our grant project, we
should offer a definition to ‘religion’. As follows from the above explanations
for religious artefacts, the task is definitely not easy and can even be considered a dead end. So, instead of stating in the manner of Harvey Whitehouse
(2004: 230), “religion is whatever we agree to say it is”, we could try to understand religion in the framework of and through the opposition to other terms,
which have been used in seemingly similar contexts. The first item to look into
would be the distinction between religion and ritual. Such discussions have
a long-term history in anthropology and religious studies. While the earlier
scholars tried to provide universal definitions of these terms (cf., e.g., classical
works by Tylor 1929 [1871]; Durkheim 2002 [1915]; Firth 1951; Geertz 2002
[1966]; Turner 1967), then later discussions debated about the usefulness and
applicability of such endeavours (Asad 1983, 2002; Goody 1961; Lewis 1980).
It is clear that neither religion nor ritual is easily defined and each attempt to
provide universal explanations for those abstract concepts includes biases and
hindrances. The implication of these discussions for archaeology is that religion
as a very wide and abstract category is often left entirely undefined, and the
concept of ritual(s) as more materiality-related and therefore visible to archaeologists is used instead (cf. Insoll 2004a; 2004b). The latter is most commonly
inspired by the now classical works about the concept of ritualisation by Bell
(1992; 1997). When talking about religion, plural forms, i.e., different religions
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in the past and present, are used in order to emphasise the multifaceted nature
of religious worldviews depending on spatial and temporal contexts (cf. articles
and case studies in Insoll 2011b; for Estonian material see Jonuks 2005; 2009).
The main problem that haunts the use of the term ‘ritual’ is that, being
indeed most wide and archaeologically best recognisable, it can be applied to
almost everything. It often seems that ‘ritual’ has turned out to be an umbrellaword used whenever some religious, but also ideological and social events, are
involved. The examples include a range of activities from feasting, witchcraft,
votive deposits, and sacred natural objects to foundation deposits, waste pits,
public show-off, etc. The discussion of non-religious rituals in anthropology
(cf., e.g., Moore & Myerhoff 1977; Kertzer 1988; Connerton 1989) has certainly influenced these developments. Another debate that has unquestionably
broadened the scope of the term ‘ritual’ in archaeology is the abandonment of
strict and opposing profane vs. the sacred connotation of the term (e.g. Brück
1999; Bradley 2003, 2005; Insoll 2004b: 2–3). The strict division into sacred
and profane, special and ordinary, is a by-product of the post-enlightenment
worldview, from which the scholars find it hard to step out. As pointed out by
several researchers, rituals can be practical and daily, rational and also differently interpreted and perceived by the practitioners themselves. Rituals can
be ordinary, socially inspired, even daily activities just as much as they are
sacred, religious and a special kind of practice.
The discussions that loosen our idea of ritual have certainly broadened our
understanding of past societies and the widened scope of the concept of ritual.
However, does that broadening of the concept also mean losing something from
its essential quality and meaning? Even though we agree to the idea of the allencompassing nature of ritual, not every formalised, repeated, structured and
prescribed act is necessarily a ritual. One can think of a family dinner and the
following washing-up, personal morning routines or daily factory work. As stated
by Bell (1992; 1997) and Humphrey & Laidlaw (1994), there must be a special
quality involved, because this special inner quality turns an act into a ritual.
Indeed, every act can be ritualised and in this sense all the daily might become
a ritual, if a special inner qualitative change is thought to happen. However,
it is exactly this qualitative change that pulls the act away from the ordinary,
gives it a special meaning, becomes ritualised and turns it into a ritual. The
qualitative change involves the creation of a relationship with the supernatural
and it has its symbolic connotations that can be applied to the act either physically or mentally. The methodological issues, such as how archaeologists can
grasp those materially and mentally applied qualitative meanings, are a topic
of another larger debate. What is important here is to note that even though
ritual is a much wider concept than just religion in practice, it still has an
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essential connection with religion and the supernatural. Perhaps this is also
the reason why some scholars have turned their eyes back to the importance
of religion when defining ritual (e.g. Garwood et al. 1991: vii; Fogelin 2007;
Verhoeven 2011).
Ritual as a broad umbrella-term includes also several other terminologyrelated confusions when it comes to its subtypes and -divisions. The words
that are most difficult to define and distinguish from each other, but which are
commonly used in seemingly similar interpretations, are ‘ritual’, ‘magic’, ‘cult’,
‘sacrifice’ and ‘offering’ (with the addition of ‘votive’). More than anything else,
the use of those terms seems to be a matter of local scholarly traditions and
geographically determined preferences.
A large area of confusion is the distinction and relation between religion
and magic, and together with these the religious and magical practices as well
as religious and magical artefacts. The dichotomy of magic and religion has
been long discussed by historians of religion, whereas opinions have ranged
from one extreme, in which magic and religion are viewed as in strict opposition with each other, to the other, in which the term magic has been regarded
as a “semantic trap” and expelled from scientific circulation altogether (see
more in Graf 1991: 188). The early anthropologists (Edward Spencer, Edward
Burnett Tylor, James Frazer) made a clear distinction between magic and
religion, seeing magic as a means to control events and religion as a way to
explain events. However, the post-war intellectualists (Ian Jarvie, Jack Goody)
regarded magic both as controlling events and as explaining them through
attribution to magical agency, and religion as the means to explain events as
well as influence them via divine intervention (see more in Cunningham 1999:
77). So, the clear-cut distinction between magic and religion was lost; however,
a distinction between the magical agency and religious divination stepped in
instead. For different researchers in the history of scholarship some aspects
have played a more decisive role in acknowledging the presence of either magic
or religion, and thus supplicative (religion) vs. manipulative (magic); symbolical (religion) vs. practical (magic); private/secret (magic) vs. public (religion)
or individual (magic) vs. collective (religion) have been emphasised. However,
most researchers from the 19th century onward, who deal with the topic of
magic, have acknowledged the existence of grey areas; in fact, if we take the
definitions and explanations as the basis, then the majority of practices seem to
fall into this grey area between religion and magic. This is hardly a surprising
conclusion for somebody dealing with definitions and terminology, but what
is surprising is the number of researchers who still classify the artefacts they
find either as magical or religious.
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So, is there a difference between magic and religion and can it be grasped?
The difference apparent on a conceptual level is not so obvious when discussing
practices and artefacts; for example, using a religious prayer and a so-called
magical amulet simultaneously in the same practice, or using the Bible in church
rituals as well as in different popular healing practices, etc. Ideas from different initial sources intertwine in popular practices and their connection with
clear-cut conceptions is not real. In that sense magic and magical practices are
very practical, with a specific purpose and an unambiguous outcome; they are
performed individually when needed and cannot be regarded as exceptional. This
in turn means that any object can have a meaning in a magical procedure, and
thus be regarded as a magical item (e.g. simple nails in the offering tree). On
the other hand, like in the case of rituals, in which not all repeated actions are
ritualised, not every practice with a focussed purpose and an explicit outcome
is magical. In line with rituals, the relationship with the supernatural must
be created here as well, which in the case of magic could be called the magical
state of mind (Wax & Wax 1962), magical interpretation (e.g. Sørensen 2005),
magical consciousness (Greenwood 2009), faith, or ritual sense (Bell 1992).
In this volume a detailed overview of the questions of sacrifice and offering
is provided by Ester Oras. Looking at the definitions of and relations between
ritual and cult, there seems to be a rather large gap between the use of these
terms in religious studies and archaeology. The former tend to relate cult to
non-traditional and innovative religious movements, which are often shortterm and person-related, such as the cult of emperors (cf. relevant definitions
in The Concise Oxford Dictionary of World Religions (2000) and The Concise
Oxford Dictionary of Archaeology (2008)). In archaeology the concept has a
much wider connotation. First of all, cult is most often used as a synonym to
ritual in the studies of prehistoric and protohistoric Mediterranean contexts
(cf. Renfrew 1985; Barrowclough & Malone 2007). The second larger use area
is related to the cult of ancestors (Insoll 2011a), and as such has been widely
applied to Estonian material as well (e.g. Lang 1999; Jonuks 2009). The third
example of the utilisation of the word ‘cult’ is connected to different religiousrelated sites from both history and prehistory. In these cases it is noteworthy
that different terminology can be applied to rather similar types of sites, e.g.,
for the eastern Baltic natural sites that have been used as religious sites the
terms like sacred places, holy places, groves, or cult sites have been used (Tamla
1985; Vaitkevičius 2004; Jonuks 2007; Urtāns 2008). In those studies it is not
always clear why one word is preferred to another and if there is any essential
difference between the connotations of those specific words in the first place. It
rather seems to be a matter of scholarship tradition in a particular geographical region which is decisive when it comes to choosing terminology for such a
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specific dataset. The problem might also relate to the question of language and
translation: the choice of words and their related meanings in native languages
are not always directly transferrable to foreign languages such as English and
German (see also discussion of sacrifice and offering in Oras, this volume).
Thus the choice of terminology and related meanings are also constrained and
influenced by the availability of concepts in specific languages.
There are also some terms and concepts that seem to have a rather strict
chronological and spatial distribution. The question of cult and its relation to
Mediterranean context was already pointed out above. Another such example is the concept of shamanism. This religious world view is most commonly
discussed in the studies of Stone Age religions (e.g. Lewis-Williams & Clottes
1998) and the people living in the northern forest belt regions (Price 2001).
Very seldom can we see such elaborate examples of shamanism in Bronze and
Iron Age contexts (see, e.g., Randsborg 1993; Price 2002). It is rather obvious
that the reason is indeed in the spread of certain religious concepts within
a particular cultural and environmental context.1 However, shamanism is a
good example of context-specific religion-related terminology that most likely
cannot be applied to and searched for in every region and period of time. It
shows a high sensitivity of utilising at least some terms when studying past
religions. Another such example of geographically and temporally constrained
and traditionally developed terms would be the concept of ‘votive’. This term
most likely derives from the Mediterranean protohistoric and historic contexts
and has been used in scholarship inspired by those case studies (see the definition of ‘votive’ in The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Archaeology (2008); cf., e.g.,
Renfrew 1985; Aitchison 1988; Crawford 2004; Osborne 2004). In northern
Europe Bronze or Iron Age studies the words such as ‘sacrifice’ or ‘offering’ are
usually employed even if those practices in different times and regions might
share several similar characteristics.
As seen in most of those examples of terms and definitions, the main inspiration for archaeologists derives from anthropology, sometimes also from the
religious studies. It is a whole new topic for discussion if and to what extent
such loans have been fruitful, well-argued or misused. The main difference
that is always worth re-emphasising is the question of sources. The information available to ethnographers and scholars of religious studies is usually
very different from that used by archaeologists. If the former can rely on direct
contact and evidence from the practice-in-happening, then the latter is based on
the fragmentary remains of past practices, from which some (sic!) can indeed
be related to religious and ritual activities. As can be seen in the example of
relating or distinguishing magic and religion, very often the material remains
solely do not reflect any religious-related activity involving the object. First, we
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need ethnographic parallels or written sources in order to attain this interpretation. Second, we still lack firm arguments or direct evidence to provide final
and single interpretations of something being religious. Therefore the question
remains how reliable it is to borrow definitions from other social sciences if
the source material is essentially different. Do we need our own, i.e., specific
archaeologists’ terminology and definitions for the study of religion, e.g., the
network of terms for materialised religion or religious materiality? When do
we have enough evidence from material remains to say that we are dealing
with the same phenomena in the distant past that are described and defined in
anthropology? The relevance of those questions might be best exemplified if we
try to combine the source material that was under focus in our grant: objects in
themselves as they lay on the shelves in museums and other research institutes.
Let us take a simple example of a cross-shaped pendant. Which religionrelated term (if any at all) should be applied to it? Is it a religious object, a
ritual object, perhaps a cultic or even magical one? Or perhaps none of those?
For instance, as discussed by Jonuks and Kurisoo (this volume), a cross might
be interpreted as a universal decorative element (ordinary design element), a
sign identifying the wearer as a Christian (religious object? or ritual object?) or
a protective amulet (magical object?). Or could a cross pendant be all of those
at the same time and thus blur the differences between all those terms?

Figure 5. A silver brooch from Lagedi with two crosses (AM 1100). Was
the cross a symbol of faith or prosperity? Or was it a protective amulet?
Or all of those together? Photo by Tõnno Jonuks 2013.
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To decide for one and against the other, further information about its find context, related objects and sites is necessary. However, the cross-shaped pendant
is, to some extent, simpler and more universally spread phenomenon, which
is familiar to us even in our contemporary world. But what can we think of
pendants in the shape of a human face or a knife? Are they ritual, religious,
magical, shamanistic, totemic or cultic? Or do they symbolise a craftsman? A
wealthy person? Or is it just a nice piece of decoration?
Choosing the right term will be even more complicated if an example comes
from the religious context but not from form. An ordinary nail, hammered into
a tree-trunk as mentioned earlier, can be used as a good example of this. As it
is known from folklore, nails were symbols of a wish or a pray. Or, for instance,
a pair of ordinary scissors, used for divination: How shall we label such objects?
They are not religious or cultic by themselves as they have not been made for
that purpose or stored in any special way. They are not offered either. So we
possibly need to consider another type of objects – magical mediums. Magical
mediums would be objects that are part of mundane material culture, can be
incorporated into religious behaviour and the explicit function of which is to
be a mediator between the human and the supernatural, just like scissors in
the divination mediate foretelling. Or like a coin that was put on an ill part
of a body, was associated with the illness and if left in a spring or on a stone,
the coin as a proxy should have tied the sufferings of the body with this place.
This is where the problems of terminology lie if we deal with objects only.
Without any further information about the context, spatial and temporal belonging, relationship to other objects or features, attestations of the user or parallels from historic and ethnographic record, the interpretation of the artefact
cannot go any further than symbology and possible religion-relatedness. With
no regard to sites, practices, and use of the object, the label ‘religious object’
is the widest and safest, if we agree that it is religion-related at all. However,
the answer and story that it provides is also very abstract and general, and
does not embrace much of the essential meaning and function of the object.
Therefore, the label ‘religious object’ calls for a need and encourages scholars
to look for parallels and comparisons from other sources, or to ask for further
archaeological information that would allow to go deeper into the meaning and
function of the object, i.e., to interpret it in a more nuanced and detailed way.
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Future plans
The project has yielded over 2000 objects recorded in the database along with
photos and descriptions. According to the original plan, which hopefully will
succeed in the coming years, the database and a glossary of terms will be published online, with explanations in English. Apparently, there are so many
single and unique objects, which are often stray finds, that only the publishing
of raw data could help us to find analogies. This would also help to move further
from the general term ‘religious object’ and find a more reasonable and detailed
interpretation. The aim of the project was, first and foremost, to collect data,
create an environment for future studies and map some of the most potential
issues. The publishing of studies of some single items (Jonuks 2013) or groups
(Oras forthcoming a; Jonuks & Joosu 2013) has started as well. A large-scale
study has already been conducted within the project about the Late Iron Age
cross pendants (Kurisoo 2012; 2013) and will be extended to all Late Iron Age
pendants in the coming years. An analysis has been carried out of wealth deposits in all the Eastern Baltic countries (Oras forthcoming b) and another one
is in preparation about the concept of magic in archaeology and about objects
possibly used for magical purposes.
Although a few publications have already been completed, the actual study
of religious objects in Estonia is just about to begin and this project merely created a basis for it. Predictions for the future are never appreciated, but on the
basis of the past three years some changes as compared to the previous decades
can be pointed out. As was mentioned previously, the early tradition of using
archaeological finds was based on either folkloristic or ethnological frame, in
which only suitable examples were used as illustrations. Later on the tradition reversed and archaeological finds started to be interpreted on the basis
of folklore or ethnology. Due to this, interpretations of objects are largely only
humanitarian. The current trend rather points to the more important role of a
scientific approach and several new methods of study have been used already
or are in progress for pointing out new perspectives for object biographies.
Another methodological possibility, especially for the unattractive massmaterial, would be to apply some qualitative statistics to the material collected.
A large-scale database that covers also ordinary mass finds, e.g. tooth pendants,
allows us to see how this tradition has changed, what animals have been used,
when they have been killed, etc. As interpretations of religion have often been
based on some single objects, broader comparative analyses are necessary for
many groups of finds, including pendants, fossils, lithic material from the Mesolithic and Neolithic in later contexts, etc. These are all crucial subjects when
discussing religion in archaeology, but far too often scholars have based their
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analyses only on single examples and stretched that result to other contexts
as well, without any particular sources.
In conclusion, as a result of our project we have only just started to grasp
the multifaceted problems that need to be tackled when studying religion on its
material bases. During data collection and the following interpretations, we also
became increasingly aware of the difficulties of providing more detailed definitions, conceptual categorisations, meanings and functions to specific archaeological material. Thus, this project emphasises once again the importance of
multi-methodological and multi-source approaches in the archaeology of religion.
We have gathered a good amount of data on religious-related archaeological
finds in Estonia and started to grasp the theoretical and methodological issues
that emerge when doing a paralleled and comparative study of specific object
types within the frame of a larger data corpus. The initial ideas presented in
this overview article are just tentative results and the data gathered during
this three-year period will be developed further in future projects, publications
and discussions.
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Note
1

But according to the preferences of scholars in how to define the term, shamanism
can appear also in Modern Age rural Europe (e.g. Ginzburg 1983), or in any temporal or spatial contexts, defined according to the neuropsychological features (e.g.
Lewis-Williams & Dowson 1988; Whitley 2005) indicating again the importance of
the scholarly interpretation of the word.
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